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UNSUNG HEROES In th is issue <i Bridgewater, we h onor some of the College, emplo}"es who, over the yem, have had positive and la,tingetli,ct, upon the lives o f  our students. We also payuibute to a man whose 30-year tenure at Br idgewater College helped guide it to u nprecedented growth and financial ruccess-PresidentEmm'tu, Wa}'lle H:edertck Geisert, who died Jan. 4, 2017, at the age of 95. 
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Message from the President On Saturday, May 20, with parents and friends celebrating, I congratulated the members of the class of 2017 as they walked across the stage to receive their diplomas, joining the ranks of the thousands of Bridgewater College alumni who make us proud daily. As those beaming faces smiled for their parents' cameras, I looked into the audience and saw hundreds of other proud and happy faces-those of the faculty, the grounds crew, the housekeepers and the student life team- the community that helped those graduates to reach their goal. And it truly does take a community. I cherish much about Bridgewater College and feel blessed daily to call this special place home. But it is the people I cherish most. In addition to instructing our students in the classroom or challenging them to go farther and faster on the athletic field or guiding them to a deeper understanding of engagement and community from residence hall to dining hall, our faculty and staff go above and beyond daily to ensure that our students have a family away from home-whether that home is 10 minutes away or on the other side of the globe. We often share with you the stories of the faculty members starting new programs or conducting research with students, but the Bridgewater Experience goes well beyond that. It's also about the housekeeper who lends a helping hand or a shoulder to cry on, the staff member who becomes a role model, the coach who teaches as much about life off the court as on. These "unsung heroes" of our community play a profound role in the experience each of our students has at Bridgewater College. They impacted many of you-as witnessed by the many submissions we received for this issue. In this issue, we tell you the story of our community and our people, those "unsung heroes" that shaped and molded countless students and alumni. I imagine you have a similar story about your time at Bridgewater, and I encourage you to share your story with us. With best regards, David W Bushman, Ph.D. President 
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ABOVE:Zellie Wothei, (mo<IJted� with coach (ar/eft)Jew Schurink. 
TOP, RIGHT: Christina Herbert 
RIGHT:Amber CelM with coa:h Denver Davo. 
National ch,mpions abound this year at Brtdge, water College-three of them. in fact, who (at press time) had magged four individual cham, pionships in track and field.equitation and women, golf. Ambet- Celen. a junior, won two national champion-­ships at the NCAA Division III indoor Track and Field Ch,mpionshipsin Naperville. Ill. Her 7.54,secondfinish in the 60-meter set an Old Dominion Athletic Confer, encerecord. When she cloclcedin at 24.lS ,econd,for the 200,meter, ,he set a Division III record.More titles could conceivablycome her way 
Eagles Snag 
Four National 
Championships 
after Bridgewater goes to piint (the track and field outdoor final, are May 27). "She probably has a harder drive t O ·win thm anyone r ve everworked wi th," Bridgewater Assis, tmt Coach Denver Davis said. Her dedication to spaed hasnt pulled her away from her other goal either-maint>ining a 4.0 GPA in the classroom throughout her time in college . \Xlhile pursuing a double major in communication and ,ociologywith a minor in p•)"holog)\ Celen was also named the Scholar Athlete of the �ar in the ODACfor indoor track and field. JnMa)\ Zell.ieWo1has, ajuniorfrom Sylcemlle,Md., won the national title in the Intermediate Equitation on the Flat class at the IHSA National Ch>mpionship show held at the Kentucky Horse Park. Wothers qualified for the national show by winning the Intermediate on the Flat class earlier this }"ar at the Zones Championship show. Riders who finished first or ,econdin eachclass at Zone, qualified for the national show. Wother, is the third Brtdgewater Iider in program history to win a national title at the IH SA show. Cary Chenoweth won the Intermediate Over Fences title in 2002, and Taylor Rose took the Open on the Flat crown at the2013 show. A total of 16 rtder, par ticipated in the Intermediate on the Flat class at the national show. Also in Ma)\ junior Clu.istlnaHerbertstormed back from three stroke, down on the final nine. to win the 2017 NCAA Division III women, golf national ch,m, pionship. She carded a 74 on the final day to win by two shots with afour,day ,core of +S. "I had a good feeling coming into this week. and I !mew ,he was capable of contending , o  I'm not rurprtsed.but I am thrilled for Christina, for Bridgewater, and forour golf progr,m;' Brtdgewater Head Women, GolfCoach John Rogers said. "We tallced at the start of theweek about this event being a marathon. and that it didnot require explosive golf ,ll week to win-it requiredsteady golf and no big mistake, . She ended up havingthree solid round, and one excellent r ound. and thatwas enough to get the job done. Christina is an amazingyoung lad)\ and she deserves this for all her dedicationandhard work. It', a great day to  be an Eagle!"Herbert. who s tarted on the back nine, took the lead for good onher third tola,thole ('7)with a birdie. Brtdgewater College had four individual national championsin its historyheadinginto 2016,17 (two from equestrian. two from track andfield� andnow, thank, to Celen. Wother, and Herbert. has an additional four this season. 
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ABOVE: Dr. Bushman presents awards to Dr. Catharine L. Elick(top) 
and Gen. Philip M. Breedlove (below). 
B ridgewaterCollege graduated 368 seniors on Saturday, May 20. The degrees were conferred by Dr. David W. Bushman, President ofBridgewa­ter College. The night before, the College's baccalaureate service featured as keynote speaker the Rev. Dr. Paul E. Mundey, a pastor, church administrator, writer, 
Bridgewater 
Graduates 368 
on May 20 
speaker and teacher who is currently a Visiting Scholar at Princeton Theologi­cal Seminary. The title of his message was "It's All a Game, Isn't It?" "Life, in large measure, is still a game in which we jockey to out-think, out­flank, and out-maneuver each other;' said Dr. Mundey. "But our strife and drive is really for naught, for there is no future in fierce competition-in gaming each other­in winners and losers. There is only a future in working for the common good, through a new commitment to the values President Bushman advocated in the opening convocation of this academic year: respect, listening, tol­erance of ambiguity and bravery to not fear differences." Receiving the President's Medal was retiring faculty member Dr. Catherine L. Elick, Professor of English, Emerita, and the William Thomas Chair of Humane Letters. Also receiving the President's Medal was the com­mencement speaker, Gen. Philip M. Breedlove, a retired four-star Air Force general who commanded all US. forces in Europe as the head of US. European Command and all NATO forces as Supreme Allied Commander, Europe. 
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The title of his address was "Answering Our Nation's Call." Gen. Breedlove, who acknowledged some of the issues that are currently dividing the nation, told the graduating seniors, "Our nation needs your fresh leadership. For too many years, we' ve focused too much on our differences. In my opinion, we failed you. The torch will soon be in your hands. You will need the skills you learned to lead Americans back to each other." Gen. Breedlove served in a variety of demanding com­mand and staff positions over a 39-year career, leading large-scale, diverse, global operations across two theaters of combat and earning a reputation as an inspirational leader. As the head of a diverse political-military alliance, he was able to build consensus and form teams to accom­plish complex tasks spanning multiple continents. As the Supreme Allied Commander Europe (SA­CEUR) and the Commander ofUS. European Com­mand, he answered directly to NATO's governing body, the North Atlantic Council, and to the President of the United States and Secretary of Defense. He led the most comprehensive and strategic structural and policy securi­ty changes in the alliance's 70-year history. His diplomat­ic skills reassured allies, deterred potential aggressors and maintained alliance unity during the most dynamic and challenging period since its inception. General Breedlove led the forces of 28 nations and multiple partners in ensuring the security of an alliance that accounts for more than half the world's GDP. 
General Breedlove hold, various decorations md award,, including the Distinguished Service Medal the Defense Superior Service Medal md four award, of the Legion of Merit, He earned hi, Bachelor of Civil Engineering degree from the Georgia Institute of Technology mda  Master of Science in  Aerospace Technology from Alizona State University. Addition>ll)I he completed a Master, of Inter, national Security Afforsfrom the National War College. a Fellowship in International Secwity Affors, Seminar XXI from the Massachusetts Institute ofTechnolog}\ m d completed Leadership at the Peak at the Center for Creative Leadership Colorado Spring,. G en. Breedlove cwrently serves on the Georgia Tech Advisory Board. as a Distinguished Profe"or in the Sam Nunn School of International Affair, at Georgia Tech, as a Senior Advisor to Culpeper National Security Solutions, and on the Board of Directors of the Atlmtic Council. Of Saturday, graduatet 102earned bachelor of art, degrees and 240 earned bachelor of science degree,. Eighteen members of the cla" graduated s=a cum
la:,de-thetop academic honor which requires at least a 3,9 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. Thirty-three 
graduatesearnedmognaeumlaude honor,-3.7 or better average. Cum laude honort requiring a 3,4 grade point average. were earned by 53 gra duate,. 
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BRIDGEWATER COLLEGE CAMPUS NEWS 
BC Prof, Alumna 
Honored as 
Teachers 
Dr, Jennie M. Carr '05, an Assistant 
Professor of Education at Bridgewater 
College, was recognized by the Virginia 
Association of Colleges for Teacher 
Education (VACTE) at its conference in 
Williamsburg for her positive impact 
upon one of her teacher candidates. 
Carr was nominated by Meagan 
Swortzel Ours '16 of Bridgewater, 
a liberal studies and Spanish double 
major who graduated in December, 
Carr, who has taught at the college 
since 2012, said she was honored to be 
named as having a significant impact 
on the educational career of one of her 
candidates. 
Ours, an ESL teacher at Smithland 
Elementary School in Harrisonburg, Va., 
also was recognized byVACTE when 
she was awarded a $1,000 scholarship 
for aspiring teachers, 
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Dr. Bushman presents award to Dr. Scott Suter 
Three Honored 
on Founder's 
Day 
Bridgewater College celebrated 
137 years of its founding on April 4, 
presenting three awards during the 
convocation in Nininger Hall. 
President David W. Bushman 
recognized three faculty members 
for excellence in teaching and 
scholarship, 
Dr, Jean Hawk, Professor of 
Dr.Jean Hawk 
Dr. Joseph M. Crockett 
Education and Director of the Teacher Education Program, received the Ben 
and Janice Wade Outstanding Teacher Award; Dr. Joseph M. Crockett, 
Professor of Chemistry and the A Leroy and Wanda H. Baker Chair of 
Science, received the Martha B, Thornton Faculty Recognition Award; and 
Dr, Scott H. Suter, Associate Professor of English and American Studies, 
received the Faculty Scholarship Award, 
Audrey P. Oiur<h '80 
Kaset L. GaTTison t:i5 
� S MA RT'.=,.';,.�'
�/ BEGINNINGS
Shenandoah Valley 
Bridgewater Students 
Present Research at Child 
Development Summit 
As many as 35 Bridgewater College 
students from two child development­
related classes presented their research
on April 25 at the Child Development
Summit at Blue Ridge Comm unity
College.
The summit attracted moie than 400 
teachers and child care worl<ers from 
across the state. It was designed to 
provide childcare piofessionals with
current research findings and was 
sponsored by Smart Beginnings.
Gatr/eb Olballero-MoersfelJer '86 
Lowe/IA Miller '40 
ELICK'S BOOK 
RECEIVES HIGH 
PRAISE 
Dr. Catherine L, Elick, the 
Piofessor and William W. Thomas 
Chair of Hu mane Letters and author 
of Talking k>imals in Children's 
Fiction: ACritical5tuo'y(McFarland, 
2015), has received glowing reviews 
of her book. 
Choice, whose assessments are 
used by many libraries to direct
across the mall 
COLLEGE RECOGNIZES 
FOUR AWMNI 
Bridgewater College honored four alumni 
a t  its College Awards Ceremony on May 7 .  
The Distinguished Alumna Award was 
presented to Dr. Audrey Church '80. The 
West-Whitelow Award for Humanitarian 
service went to Gabriela Caballero­
Moersfelder '86, and the Young Alumna 
Award was presented to Dr. Kasey 
Garrison '05. The Phillipe. Stone Awa id 
for Exemplary Service to the College was 
presented to Lowell A, Miller' 40. 
The awards were presented by President 
David W. Bushman and Dr. Sherrie K. 
Wampler '85, Piesident of t  he BC Alumni 
Association. 
their book purchases, recently judged the book "Highly recommended for 
undergraduates th rough faculty." .A-otoView noted that the book is·� scholarly 
exploration of animals as characters of autonomy and a uthority;'while Children's 
lita'af(R'e Association Quarterly called it a "lively new study ... valuable:· 
The World Catalog of libraries shows that it has now been added to the collec­
tions of universities and public libraries as far flung as Malaysia and Australia .
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Jessi:alan 
In addition to national champions Amber Celen, Zell ie
Wothers and Christina Herbert (see story page 3), two 
other All-Americans currently grace athletic teams at
Bridgewater College. Senior Jessica Lam i s  ODAC Pla)'er
of the Year and honorable mentbn All-American; she 
had a record-setting senior season for the Eagles, tying 
the school single-season scoring mark and recording 
the three highest-scoring games in program history. 
All-American senior Darin Council qualified for the 
NCAA nationa I meet for the first time in his final year at 
Bridgewater; he earned All-American honors in the triple
ju mp and was named the South/Southeast Region Field 
Athlete of the Year by the U.S. Track and Field and Cross 
Country Coaches Association (USTFCCCA). DainCbuncil 
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j 
2017 Showker Prize Award Winners 
Winners of the 2017 Showker P rize are freshmen (I-r) 
Dylan Shannon, Luke Morgan, Alicia Pritchett, Sabrina 
Volponi and Melanie Hux-a II Flory Honors students .  Their 
team pioject, "The Stigma Ends Now;' addressed ending menta I 
health stigmas in schools and college campuses worldwide.
They won $5,000, provided by the Zane D. Showker Institute for 
Responsible Leadership. 
Class of 1966 Reunion Co-Chairs Bill Earhart and Don Brown
and Permanent Class President Darrow Mclauchlin present 
President David Bushman with a check repiesenting $381,764 in 
cash and commitments-a record-setting 50th class reunion gift .  
The money will benefit the Class of 1966 Endowed Schola rship 
Fund. 
B R D G E w A T E R 
by Charles Culbertson The staff of Bridgewater magazine would Lke to thank those who so generously donated their time, thoughts, feelings and photographs to our "Unsung Heroes" issue. We would also Lke to thank those who sent us information on faculty who affected their Lves; we will hold those memories for a future issue in which we focus on faculty who have made a difference in the Lves of their students. We appreciate our readers and your interest in the College and in Bridgewater magazine. We couldn't have done this story without you. If you have a story you'd Lke to share with us-one in which a staff member positively affected your Lfe while you were a student and beyond-we have created a webpage for just that purpose. Please go to bridgewater.edu/unsungheroes to read what others have posted and to submit your own story, or email them to cculbert@bridgewater.edu. 
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Whats the story of 
the hidden daisies among the roses)
and the stars which break at the dawn)
or the littered leaves after the storm? 
- SALEEM SHARMA
excellence and 
fiscal stability 
to the enduring 
goodwill of the community in 
which it thrives, Bridgewater 
College has been graced over 
the last 137 years with myriad 
triumphs and treasures. 
Among the most cherished 
of these are its people-
the nurse, the cook , the 
housekeeper-who course like 
a never ending , always reliable 
current through the life of the 
College, giving it heart and 
soul as well as sustenance. 
But it is not for their labor that they are the unsung heroes of this piece, although that alone would certainly qualify them; rather, it is for the inestimable influence they have had on the students whose paths they have crossed and the fact that they have not done it for praise or publicity. They have done it simply because they are good and caring people who embody the spirit and the essence of Bridgewater College. A housekeeper who took an exchange student under her wing; an electrician who helped a student cope with his freshman-year challenges; a kitchen worker whose smile still resonates in the memories of an alumna-we present these and other stories, some told by the grateful alumni themselves, of the unsung heroes of Bridgewater College in the hopes they will inspire you as much as they do us. 
Faith Whitelow One of the earliest instances in living memory of a Bridgewater employee positively affecting the life of a student goes back to the 1940s. "I grew up in a small Alabama town where segregation was a way of life;' said Dr. Allen Clague '50. Attending Bridgewater on a shoe­string budget, Clague was given a work schol­arship, which consisted of washing dishes for 10 to 14 meals per week in the College's kitchen. "The dishwashers ate their working meals in the kitchen, so I had a lot of time to obser ve;' said Clague, who would go on to earn his medi­cal degree from the Medical College ofVir­ginia. "The prominent person in the kitchen was Faith Whitelow, a black man who greeted everyone with a big smile. It was soon apparent that the kitchen was his turf. He was kind, open, helpful, patient, but in charge. "Watching him work, one wondered how he, with minimal help, could turn out three hot meals a day, on time for nearly 400 students, (meals were family style), seven days a week. He had to be respected. His much­admired hot homemade rolls and ice cream were looked forward to on special occasions. He never seemed to rush, but the job was always done. His organizational skills were second to none. I wondered how he, in the 1940s racial atmosphere, in a largely white workplace, could keep his calm, upright attitude:' Clague said that it was obvious that Faith Whitelow "was comfortable with himself' "He and his wife, Muriel, instilled in their children a deep faith, patience and, I believe, that same confidence in themselves. This is something I have tried to emulate but never quite achieved to the standards they set for themselves. My whole life has been enriched by my as­sociation with the Faith Whitelow family:' "Ulatching him (Faith Whitelow) work, one wondered how he, with minimal help, coul,d turn out three hot meals a day, on time for nearlJ 400 students, (meals were familJ style), seven days a week. He had to be d)J respecte DR. ALLEN CLAGUE '50 
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UNSUNG HEROES For all who knew him, Faith Whitelow was, indeed, an exceptional man (see Doris Egge's tribute at the bottom of this page). He came to Bridgewater in 1930 at the age of 22 as a dishwasher and kitchen helper. A lifelong resident ofBridgewater, Whitelow patiently workedhis way to the top position in the kitchen, and kept it until his death in 1952. He was known for his easygoing, pleasant man-ner, and for never losing his temper even when things in the kitchen went badly. Despite his laid-back demeanor, Whitelow was the undisputed commander of the kitchen and knew every aspect of what he was doing-and he did it from 5 a.m. until 6:30 p.m. every day. On his half-day off every other week, Whitelow loved to fish and hunt. Whitelow was a pillar of the black Methodist Church in those days of segregation, serving as trustee and stew­ard. He and his wife, Muriel, raised two of Bridgewater College's most esteemed students and supporters-Car­lyle '59, who was the College's first black student and later worked at Bridgewater as a coach and teacher. His brother, Alfred' 60, a former member of the board of trustees, passed away in 2001. "Faith is truly a good Christian, a good man, and an example that could well be followed by many of the stu­dents here;' noted a BC Bee article in 1950. 
Grace Z. Forrer Nurturing, of course, played a large part in the experi­ences of many Bridgewater students. Greg Fridinger '71, fondly remembers Grace Z. Forrer, who worked as the College nurse in the late 1960s. "The third week of my freshman year, in 1967, I contracted a flu virus to the point where my Wardo Hall friends took me to the infirmary;' he recalled. "Afi:er two days' incarceration in the BC infirmary, I convinced Nurse Grace to let me return to Wardo. Nurse Grace made my hall mates promise to look afi:er me, bringing me meals 'and beverages thrice a day, and she paid me evening visits in my room for three more days. "Nurse Grace was a true R.N., rendering tender loving care and comfort! Such was the nurturing of BC from the administration to faculty to support personnel What a great community!" Wilmer Neff One ofFridinger's 1971 classmates, Bennett Downes of Dover, Del., has similarly warm memories of a Bridge­water employee. When Downes was a freshman living in Yount Hall, he had to run the gauntlet of hazing pranks from upperclassmen. 
Faith Whitelow 
by Doris Cline Egge'40 
I graduated from high school in 1940 and
grew up in the segregated South, My 
only contact with what we then cal led the 
"Negro community"was at spring-cleaning 
time at my home, It was the only time 
and invited everyone to sit down to eat , 
"Oh, no, ma'am, we eat out on the porch;' 
was their reply, but my mother insisted_ 
"No, we work together, and we will eat 
together:' 
I lived in a mixed-up world, and I was 
very curious about race relations, My job, 
the first year that I attended Bridgewater 
College, was waitressing in our family-style 
dining room, We had three African-Ameri­
can cooks, and normally in such a situation 
waitresses and African-American men did 
not make eye contact with each other, I 
became uncomfortable with that and so 
one day, when Faith was passing food to 
me across the counter, I said, "Hi, Faith, How 
are you today?" 
my mother ever used hired help, and two 
African-American women helped her for 
two days each year, When lunch time came 
each day, my mother prepared the food 
12 SPRING-SUMMER 2017 
That was NEVER done in the South and 
all of us were a bit disconcerted except my 
mother, It was also true that she made it 
very clear to me and my siblings that we 
were never to use the "N word"that was 
bandied about everywhere, You have to 
know that about my background to under­
stand the rest of my story_ I waited until he looked at me, 
Mike Clark 
always offered a kind and caring ear. He really helped me navigate that first year, which can be full of challenges:' Downes also learned that it's a small world. "I was from the eastern shore of Maryland and was amazed when he told me he once sold Lux soap door to door in my home­town:' The following year Downes moved on to another job, and not long after that Neff retired from the College. "I will;' said Downes, "always This is where Wilmer Neff, an electrician and general handyman at the College, came into the picture. "I saw an ad for a part-time job with the cleaning crew in the morning;' said Downes, who retired from the Maryland School System after 30 years as a teacher. "I signed on and was assigned to work with Mr. Neff. Each morning we would meet in front ofWardo Hall, he would hand me my broom and off we would go. Systematically and carefully he showed me how to do my job, which was sweeping floors, cleaning bathrooms, etc. remember his quiet and kind demeanor and how to take pride in the simple tasks of life that people rarely acknowledge. I thought of him last year as I attended reunion for the first time since graduat­ing. I was lucky to have crossed his path in life. He was as important to me as any person at Bridgewater:' Mike Clark "But the best part:' said Downes, " were our breaks where I could voice my concerns of being homesick and dealing with bullies in the dorm. He listened carefully and Although coaches frequently find themselves in the limelight, they just as frequently play the part of mentor and stabilizer behind the scenes, working with students in ways no one ever sees. Former Eagles football player Aubry Dicks '10 is living proof and credits Coach Mike 
I began to greet the other two cooks 
(Kern is the only name I remember), but I 
got no response except from Faith, In time, 
I began to drop by the kitchen for con­
versation now and then, The counter was 
always between us; I don't think we ever 
shook hands, All three cooks were always 
present, but the two others would gravitate 
to the back of the kitchen, and we could 
hear them laugh, I am sure they teased 
Faith unmercifully when I left, but I contin­
ued my visits that year and very occasion­
ally during my time at Bridgewater, 
When I graduated, Faith gave me a silver 
dollar, 
Faith was soft spoken and kind, He 
taught me so much, I learned how insensi­
tive we were to the condition of African­
Americans long after slavery ended, He 
never complained aboutthe injustice he 
experienced, but one conversation I will 
never forget 
We were talking about the economy, 
and he mentioned how expensive it was 
to send his two sons to school, I countered, 
''.A.ren't they in high school? Isn't that free?" 
Quietly he replied,"Not for us, no, it isn't 
I have to pay Greyhound bus fare to send 
them to the only high school they are al­
lowed to attend, which is seven miles away 
in Harrisonburg," 
He awakened me to so much reality that 
I had ignored, I wish he could have lived 
longer that I might have told him again 
and again how much I appreciated that Doris Cline Egge lives in Roanoke, Va,, and is writing her memoirs, 
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VuNSUNG 9HEROES Clai:k with helping bring order and pu,pose to hi, life. In the fall of 2006, freshman Dick, was, in hi, own word,, "homesick and lost about my ability to succeed, not only on the football field but also in the classroom." Dick,, since the age of 16, had had "minimal influ­
ences by adults" on the decisions he made in hi, life. He said that he was motivated to do  what he could to better himself in society, but "no one was really there to hold 
me accountable.hold my feet to the fire or keep me on 
coune." "On the ,urfac,;'he said, "it actually looked like I was doing pretty well. I had a really great start my first two games of the season. I was attending classes and the class workload was manageable. But behind dose d doors I wam� sure if! was going to be able to keep up with the pressure of being consistent and effective with both foot­ball and school. So I approached Coach Clai:k and ,hared with him my situation and some of my fears. "From that point in time Coach Clai:k assumed the role of being one of my  greatest mentors, an adviser and a part of  my family. He introduced me to one of my great­est academic supports I had during my time in college, Dr. David Mc�ilkin. who sat me down and established my curriculum course by course forth, remainder of my 
college career. "More importantly;• Dick, said, "Coach Clai:k con­tinued hi, faith in my potential as a student-athlete and never ,hied away from encouraging me that I had the abil­ity to be a great football player if! 'managed my bu,inrn.' "Last, but not least:' he concluded, "Coach Clai:k and this school have been major contributors to who I am to­day. For hi, mentoring me I'm happy to call him family." Dick, is a licensed attorney in Yi,:ginia who currently woi:k, in the University Record, Office in the Office of the General Counsel for North Carolina State University. Betty Huffman One of the most familiar faces at Bridgewater College i, that of Betty Huffman, who woi:k, with Pai:khurst Dining in the 4 Kline Campus Center. Whether 1 manning the card-swiper at the entrance to the dining hall or woi:king inside behind the coun­ters, Miss Betty, as ,he i, frequent-Katefm CianeNi'l 3 ly called, i, known for her ,mileand her friendly bearing. Katelyn Cianelli '13 remembers herthi, way: "There are many influential professors and staff at Bridgewater College;' said Cianelli. "but one in particular makes me cherish my memories at Bridgewater College. Every morning she greeted me with the biggest smile when I walked into the KCC. The first day offmhman CfJntinuedon page '20 
Robert Tout 
by Carina Botterbusch '12 
for the following days. My supervisor would
be reference librarian Robert Tout, as he 
worked the evening shift. I was warned 
the rare occasion I went into the library 
when I was not working, he would smile 
and wave to me from across the large 
sit ting area. He would sometimes find me
writing a blog during my shift, and we 
would talk about my chosen topic. Whenlwas first 
hired to work 
at the library, I 
chose to work 
two nights per 
week so that my 
job would not
interrupt my days, and I would be able to 
utilize this time to complete assignments 14 SPRING-SU MM ER 2017 by a co-worker that he was "somewhat difficu It to get a long with': and so I enteredmy job with this preconception in mind. Other students told me that they found Robert intimidating, thought he was alwaysgrumpy, and so on. I quickly learned that these preconceptions were misconcep­tions. When taking a smoke break, he wou Idtell me in a playful tone that I was in charge, sometimes adding a comment about not letting the kids get rowdy. On Other s tudents who also knew the real Robert would agree with me about his sweet nature and vast knowledge of t he world of reference literature.During one of my shifts at the end of the fall semester of my senior )Ear, he found me ma king a variety of origami cre­ations. This brief interaction had a sweet­ness that has stuck with me ever since.
That semester was particularly difficult for 
me, An emotionally abusive relationship 
created rifts with my roommates, and I later 
worked to rebuild friendships, all while 
I was taking 21,S credits, My interaction 
with Robert about origami reminded me 
that I was stil I able to establish genuinely 
empathic connections with others, 
Robert ca me to tel I me that he was 
going outside for a smoke break, He 
commented on my origami and told me 
a story about a previous student worker 
who made hundreds of tiny paper cranes 
and placed them throughout the library as 
he re-shelved books, Robert said that he 
probably still had at least one somewhere 
in his desk and that he liked mine,While he 
was outside, I finished ma king another one, 
which I gave to him to keep after he came 
back inside, He smiled the biggest smile I 
had ever seen from him, 
Robert was such an important part of 
my college career that I wrote him a thank­
you card when I graduated the following 
May, I told him that I enjoyed the brief 
conversations we had had over those three 
years and that I appreciated the connection 
we had, evidenced by brief interactions like 
smi Ii ng and waving from across the large 
sitting area, 
"Ms. Betty made 
transitioning into college 
easy and was always 
there for us all. She loves 
every single student that 
walks into the KCC" 
KATELYN CIANELLI '13 
The following year, while I was back on 
campus for Homecoming 2013, I learned 
that Robert had passed away just a few 
months earlier, Staff told me that my ori­
gami creation and my thank you card were 
found in his desk when it was cleaned out 
after he passed away, Robert, you already 
know that you meant a lot to me, but I 
wish I could tell you again, 
Carina Botterbusch is Recovery Coordinator 
for Meridian Behavioral Health Services in 
Waynesville, NC 
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Martha Cook 
by Wei "Vivian" Zheng 
One of the most noteworthy and heart-warming instances in IM'lich a Bridgewcter errployee befriended a-,d helpa:J a student occurred in 200 I. 
Wei "Vivian" Zheng cane lo the College from China through the Brethren College flbroaJ Program in her junior year. fl/though she was grateful that 
she had the opportunity lo study and lived: Bridgewcter as an exchange student, it was a, adjustment ror ha-. She emailed us the sroryof how she 
met housekeeper Martha Cook, a-,d how that meeting helpa:J her through a difficult pa-iod: 
I 
met fVlartha on August 13 when I arrived
at Geise rt Hall. I arrived one week earlier 
than the College opened, because it was 
very difficult for me to get an air ticl<et from 
my hometown of Dalian, a coastal city in 
northeast China, to D.C. during the busy 
summer. When I came to campus, theie 
were only a few students. I felt very lonely .  
Besides, I was very homesick, for it was the 
first time for me to go a broad and travel � 
far away from China . 
On my first day at BC, I ran into fVlartha 
when she was working there. She was � 
friendly and kindhearted. When she knew 
that the cafeteria was not open yet she 
brought me �me fresh fruit and vegetables 
and took me out for dinner with her hus­
band, Robert. She al� took me for a ri::le to 
learn more about the surrounding area. 
Martha al� intro::luced me to her big 
and loving family. I felt at home talking to 
them and sharing their happiness. They 
often held picnics in her yard, and I was 
very happy to be invited. While the guys 
enjoyed playing horseshoes, I enjoyed 
tal king to fVlartha, Linda (Martha's sister-in­
law), fV1a rgaret (fVla rtha's sister) and other 
ladies. 
On Christmas Day 2001, fV1a rtha invited 
me to join her family for the Christmas din­
ner at Linda's home. Listening to Christmas 
carols, enjoying the delicious homemade 
food, and talking to a nice family, I felt like 
I was at home. I kept thinking how lucky I 
was to know fVlartha'sfamily. 
When I was at BC, I was the only Chinese 
student living on campus. fVlartha was 
afraid that I might miss speaking Chinese. 
She took me to visit a Chinese woman 
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living in the same senior housing as her 
mother, and the woman told me how she 
came to America and worked as a nurse 
in a hospital. I felt very comfortable and 
relieved to hear �meone speak in rey 
TOP: V�i:lr, with Matha 
BOTTOM:M, Vivan Zheng avih her hu!band and 
dJildren. 
mother tongue. 
Speaking oft  he effect that Martha had 
upon me, I want to say that I learned a lot 
from her, especially how to be a kind and 
virtuous p er�n. I once went to church 
with her and Robert. I iemember how hard 
she prayed for �meone taken ill and how 
generous she was to donate for those in 
need. She is a role mo::lel for me. Now back 
in China, I often help out people in need 
because I know Martha would do the same 
if she were in rey place, and I also know 
fV1a rtha would b e  proud of me for the good 
deeds ldo. 
On May 13, 2002, a few days before I left 
BC for Ch ina, I was invited to join Martha's 
family for a picnic. I thought it was just 
another picnic-another family gather­
ing. After having b arbecue, I was surprised 
when fVlartha took out a big birthday cake 
and started singing happy birthday. Almost 
all her family was there, singing songs for 
me, including her mother who was more 
than In years old. I was deeply touched 
and didn't know to thank them enough. 
The cake was sweet and beautiful, with 
white and pink icings on it. After sharing 
the cake, Martha sat me down on a chair 
where I received and opened gifts. They 
were beautiful: a cross necklace, a heart­
shape locket and-the most unforgettable 
gift of all-an a I bum of photos we had 
taken together and the ticket for the circus 
that we had seen. 
After ieturning to China, I maintained 
correspondence with Martha and email 
contacts with Linda. I often sent Martha 
Christmas gifts through express mail. Al­
though 15 years have gone by, it feels like 
yesterday when I look back on those days, 
and I am often moved to tears thinking of 
fVlartha's kindness. I am full of gratitude to 
have her friendship. 
EDITOlrS NOTE: Wei 'Vwian"Zheng g1'ldu:,ted 
with abachebr�degreefrom DaU:zn UnWersi� 
of languages;, 2003. Tod<}' she worksforO,ina 
S,c.ience and Technology Exchange Center asa, 
i>terp1eterand has provided interp1etatbn seNkes
for many i>temationalwent.s, fJclWing a number d
0,i>a-U.S. lnnCNation dbloguesand 0,i>a-US.Joint
CfJmmission Meeti>gson Sdentifk andTechnologtal
Cboperatbn. She i,.asalso the inter{reterforf01mer
V"e PresOent Al Gore i> hismeeti>g with o,;,es,e
\face Prem er (then S O>te o, unc ilo() Liu 'bndong. 
Robbie Miller 
by Amber Thompson Harris '08 
Chaplain Robbie M ii ler 79 is a sol id rock
in my foundation, I met Chaplain Miller 
very early on in my fresh man year when I 
attended a meeting with fellow freshman 
philosophy and religion majors, At this 
meet-and-greet, someone-I can't re­
member who-mentioned having a praise 
and worship band at weekly chapel, From 
that moment on, I would closely encounter 
the goodness that fiows from Robbie, 
I grew up Southern Baptist in rural 
Floyd County, Va, I knew early on that I 
wanted to be a minister, I entered Bridge­
water College feeling this call but having 
no clue what this looked like, Robbie 
helped me to see that many of my rigid 
ideas of what women in ministry looked 
I ike didn't have to be so, He gave me op­
portunities to minister as a campus peer 
minister, which involved event planning, 
weekly Bible studies, weekly meetings with 
Robbie and other peer ministers, as wel I as 
helping organize chapel services, 
I served as a peer minister my sopho­
more and junior years in the campus apart­
ments, My senior year, I worked closely 
with Robbie as his intern, Atthe ti me, I felt 
a strong th read of patterns and passions in 
my I ife directing me to college chaplaincy, 
I still feel this calling in my life on many 
occasions, 
One way that Robbie serves as a 
rock in my foundation is by helping me 
understand that my life is a celebration of 
seasons, From one season to the next my 
passions may change, my mind may open 
differently,and l just might find myself go­
ing down a path I never expected, Robbie 
helped me welcome these new experienc­
es and not be frightened by the unknown, 
I entered Bridgewater College thinking 
I was an open-minded young woman with 
an understanding of who God was and 
would be in my life, Robbie enlightened 
me to an understanding that God "is" in 
my life_ Being present with the community 
around me is God doing the good work 
in me, Robbie is the first mentor in my life 
to give me the space to encounter God in 
community, God in difference, God in new­
ness, God in challenge, despair, celebration 
and anticipation, I am a better minister 
now because of this space given to me 
years ago, 
Robbie challenged me to find myself 
in the midst of newness, He offered me 
plenty of grace, friendship and mentorship, 
The relationship I had and still share with 
Robbie is one that I am forever grateful for, 
When I think of my time at Bridgewater 
College, it is hard for 
me to imagine what 
it would have been 
without his leader­
ship, 
Robbie also 
helped officiate my 
wedding, Working 
with him to cre-
ate a service that 
represented my 
relationship with my 
husband, Preston, 
and the sacred 
space we wanted to 
create is extremely 
high on my list of 
favorite experiences, 
Upon entering BC, 
I wouldn't have 
guessed my chaplain 
would become a 
dear friend and the 
one to sign my mar­
riage certificate, 
In closing, Robbie helped me find 
peace, He not only helped me grab hold 
of the true definition of peace, but t he ulti­
mate foundation of it, I traveled to Israel as 
part ofRobbie's lnterterm class in January 
2008, Among the vast amount of learn-
ing that took place on that trip, I walked 
away seeing the actual landscapes that 
surrounded the first conversations about 
God's peace, world peace, universal peace 
and inner peace, I am forever grateful to 
my dear friend, Robbie Miller, for being a 
solid rock of grace, love and peace in my 
foundation, 
Amber Thompson Harris is a minister in Winston­
Sa/em, N,C 
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The "Mapp Way" Continues 
to Guide Alumni Today 
by Liisa Franzen 
18 SPRING,SUMMER 2017 
M any an Athletic Hall of Fame coachcan boast winning records sea-
son after season, but few shaped their 
student-athletes' lives in the profound 
way that Coach Laura Mapp did, An ex­
traordinary person by any measure, Miss 
Mapp, as she was known by her students, 
inspired Bridgewater College alumni to 
strive to live as she does: with integrity 
and compassion, 
Mapp, who came to Bridgewater in 
1963, coached women's basketball, field 
hockey and tennis at the College for 35 
years, Her tireless energy is legendary: 
In addition to coaching, she served as 
athletic director and taught a full load of 
classes, 
Though she's now retired, Mapp 
continues to touch new generations, 
Through her actions, she modeled the 
"Mapp Way;' a road map that has guided 
her students and players throughout 
their lives, They, in turn, shared this map 
with their students, players and others, 
extending Mapp's legacy, 
"Miss Mapp personified the very ethos 
of Bridgewater College;' said Barb Purkey 
'67, 
Purkey played basketball, field hockey 
and tennis for Mapp and went on to 
teach, coach and work in academic 
administration for 40 years, "Coach Mapp 
has a foundation of integrity that she 
combines with understanding, empathy, 
competence and amazing energy, She is 
more than memorable, she is life chang­
ing;' she added, 
"She established the basis for my 
teaching and coaching philosophy and 
it served me well over my entire career, 
was a better coach, teacher and-most 
of all-a better person from my time 
with Miss Mapp and at Bridgewater'.' 
Purkey remembers a game against 
Lynch burg College that ii I ustrates one 
of the "Mapp Way" qualities-her abil­
ity to stay calm and focused, even in 
the heat of competition, 
"I was on the sideline trying to inbound 
the ball when I was shot in the backside 
with a cap gun;'she says,"My initial reac­
tion was to turn and bash the bal I into 
the face of the idiot who shot me, But, as 
I began to turn, I caught a look from Miss 
Mapp sitting on the opposite side of the 
gym, She didn't say anything, just gave 
me a look, I quickly inbounded the ball, 
and we moved on," 
Mapp's coolness under fire was a 
constant throughout her coaching career, 
Playing 25 years after Purkey, Melody Der­
row Hinkle '91, a technology education 
teacher said, "Coach Mapp never yelled 
and rarely raised her voice, But you knew 
when she raised her hand and started 
shaking her pinky she meant business, I 
can still see her shaking her pinky at the 
referees after a bad call against BC 
Coach Mapp was the consummate 
professional who gave her all to every 
task, no matter how small,"Besides my 
parents, I do not know any other individ­
ual who demonstrates such an exemplary 
work ethic," continued Hinkle, "She was a 
tireless worker doing even the sma I lest, 
menial tasks like picking up trash she saw 
as she was walking across campus," 
Sharon Will 75 agreed, Will played 
basketball and field hockey under Mapp 
and went on to teach and coach for 36 
years,"Besides my parents, Miss Mapp 
was the most infiuential person in my life, 
I learned how to teach and coach follow­
ing her leadership style, Her professional­
ism was always an important part of her 
mentoring, Working hard at practice, 
treating officials and other coaches with 
respect and coming to games prepared 
were al I lessons I learned from Coach 
Mapp:' 
"Treating others with respect"was 
a central tenet of the "Mapp Way," Her 
day-to-day behavior exemplified how to 
interact with others, "Miss Ma pp taught 
us how to treat our students and players 
when we became teachers and coaches," 
said Deb West Windett 76, who played 
basketball and field hockey for Mapp and 
went on to teach and coach for more 
Mapp's-i nclud ing the men who were 
students in her classes-who would not 
do anything for her," said Ginny Snuggs 
72, who played basketball and field 
hockey and coached, taught and was in 
administration for a total of 43 years, 
"She inspired me to persevere, to be 
tough, to be honest, and to push myself 
toward excellence in every way possible;' 
said Hinkle,"She also inspired me to be 
a more patient person, which has served 
me well as a parent, coach and teacher, 
She inspires me to keep her legacy alive:' 
"Miss Mapp is probably in every Hal I of 
Fa me out there for her contributions, but 
you would never know it," said Windett 
"She is so dignified and humble, even 
with all she accomplished, She could 
have been a successful coach at any "Coach Mapp has a foundation of integrity that she combines with understanding, empathy, competence and amazing energy. She is more than memorable, she is life changing:)]
BARB PURKEY '67 
than 40 years, "She treated us Ii ke her 
kids. We would invite ourselves to her 
house for a real breakfast (Of course, she 
got up at 5 a,m,, so we had to get there 
early,) She baked treats for our long van 
rides to games and everyone went to her 
office for hot chocolate in the morning 
before 8 a,m, practices:' 
"If you were sick, she checked up on 
you in the dorm, If you had a problem, 
she talked to you or sent you a note to 
pump you up," continued Windett "All 
her players remember those notes that 
always ended with her signature, 'Take 
Care, Miss Mapp'. I have kept many of 
those notes," 
That genuine care and concern was 
evident every day. Because of that, "There 
was not a player or student of Miss 
school, at any leveL The fact that she 
devoted her life to Bridgewater is really 
amazing, You don't see coaches spend­
ing their entire career at one college, We 
were very fortunate to have her at BC 
It is, perhaps, that dignity and humble­
ness that made Mapp's infiuence all that 
much stronger and lasting, "Coach Mapp's 
impact left ripples that continue to fiow 
quietly outward;' Hinkle summed up, "I 
am honored to attempt to carry on the 
tradition of excellence she modeled for 
us all these years." 
Liisa Franzen works in the Office of 
Institutional Advancement at Bridgewater 
College, 
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Continued from page 14 year she began to learn about who I was and continued co follow me through my journey at Bridgewater and after I graduated. "Miss Berey made transitioning into college easy and was always there for us all. She loves every single student char walks into che KCC. I remember at che Ring Cer­emony in my senior year, she was serving and she saw me in the crowd. Miss Betty came over just to meet my father. She wasn't just an employee, she was Miss Berey, my friend, and che smile char always made chose cough days nor so bad. "To me;' said Cianelli, "Miss Betty is the sunshine to every day. Thank you, Miss Berey for your continued service in che KCC. You are truly loved." Cianelli today is a dietetic intern at V irginia Scace University. 
Missy French There are perhaps no more visible members of che Bridgewater community than its housekeepers. Of all the College's employees, few are as ape to have repeated contact with students, and it is inevitable char they would play integral pares in che lives of some of these students. Lanna Strawderman Higgs '00 is a case in point. Higgs, who today is a kindergarten reacher in che Rockingham County (Va.) School System, scarred at Bridgewater in che fall of 1997. A psychology major, she spent locs of rime in Bowman Hall. "Thar is where I met Missy French;' said Higgs. "I was a commuter student, so I would often arrive before class and Missy was always there. We began a friendship from char rime on. Before and after class I would enjoy talking 
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to her. She was easy co find and was always happy and laughing. "Missy knows no stranger;' Higgs continued. "She would always ask about my family, and she would share information about hers and her cars. My family also came co know Missy and would always ask about her co see how she was doing." W hen Higgs graduated in the spring of 2000, Missy French was, of course, there. "I didn't see Missy as often, bur we continued co talk or go our co ear a few rimes a year;' said Higgs. "Years con­tinued to go by. I began reaching and got married. Missy and I would then invite our husbands along:' "In che summer of 2004, my dad passed away;' she said. "Missy and Darryl traveled all the way co my home in West V irginia co attend the service. Life continued co gee busier with scarring a family and locs of activities with my two kids. Missy and I keep in touch-nor as often as I would like-bur she is always close co my heart." 
Veronica Sanchez Ashley McAdams Hedrick '09 is another example of a student whose life was positively affected by one of the College's housekeepers. In 2005, freshman Hedrick worked as a from desk attendant at che Funkhouser Cen­ter, and it was there char she mer Veronica Sanchez, who was assigned co char area. "We would communicate some through English and Spanish and encourage each ocher in our faich;' said Hed­rick , who today is a reacher of health and physical educa­tion at Spotswood High School in Rockingham County, Va. "Veronica is che type of person who automatically 
Continued on page 23 
'Missy knows no stranger. .. She would always ask about my family and she would share information about hers and her cats. My family also came to know Missy and would always ask about her to see how she was doing." 
LANNA STRAWDERMAN HIGGS'OO 
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Nick Picerno 
by Alex Kettering '06 
It's probably fair to say that the greatest
challenge of any individual who chooses 
to work with young people is finding a 
way to harness their energy and channel 
it in a positive direction, When I began my 
sophomore year at Bridgewater College in 
the fall of 2003, I wish I could have said that 
al I of my energy was properly harnessed 
and channeled, But it wasn't 
On a chilly evening that fall, the energy 
of three young men translated into a desire 
to satiate our appetite for simple physics­
or a simple thrill. Appropriately armed with 
a three-person slingshot and a cache of 
water balloons, we proved that force from 
an object in motion could, in fact, break 
a second-story window in the adjacent 
Honor house, During the investigation that 
followed, I was involuntarily introduced to 
an agent of formidable proportions who 
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maintained the 
authoritative title 
of"Chief' Little did 
I know, that in this 
moment of great 
trepidation, the 
person charged with 
enforcing the rules 
and holding me 
accountable for my 
actions, would, in 
short order, become 
one of my greatest 
professiona I mentors 
and even a friend. 
I quickly learned 
that this individual 
whom I instinctively 
feared was more 
than just a man in 
a pristine uniform 
with a shiny-looking 
tool belt of sorts that included a pair of 
linked silver bracelets and a thing that 
goes, 1'Bangl" Across the mountainous 
landscape of paperwork between him and 
me, our conversation rounded a corner as 
he asked about my aspirations in life and 
what I wanted to do upon graduation, I 
took this as a good sign that I wasn't going 
to be expelled for the water balloon stunt 
and decided to open up. I told him I was in­
terested in a law enforcement career. With 
a great pause, he looked up from his neatly 
folded hands, His bulging eyes glared 
above the rims of his glasses, and his lips 
pursed underneath his hallmark mustache, 
It was like I was telling my dad that I was 
thinking of quitting school to join a rock­
and-roll band: a tense moment, indeed. 
In an instant, I knew I had struck a chord, 
The tough, outer shell that I had perceived 
in the moments prior gave way to the 
forgiving, nurturing side of "Chief" From 
that point forward, I remember feeling a 
sense of undeserved atonement as we sat 
on opposite sides of his desk, I could tel I 
that he was more interested in helping me 
achieve my goals than he was in punishing 
me for my wrongdoing, That feeling of em­
powerment was what helped me cultivate 
the skills I needed to pursue a career in law 
enforcement 
I spent hours talking with Chief Picerno 
in his office as my time as a student at 
Bridgewater came and went He held 
seminars for students who were interested 
in law enforcement and detailed the critical 
skills that guaranteed success on every­
thing from the lengthy application process 
to the equally daunting tasks "on the road;' 
as they say in police vernacular. He was not 
reserved when it came to explaining that a 
career in law enforcement is both physi­
cally and emotionally demanding, but re­
mained confident in my ability to perform 
the duties and responsibilities, 
If law enforcement was a shared career 
interest between us, history was a shared 
passion. Once, he invited me to his home 
for dinner, While I was greatly impressed 
by the hospitality of his family and the 
meal, there is something to be said about a 
home that doubles as a Civil War museum, 
complete with a mini library and glass 
showcases. In witnessing his combination 
of intellect and nurturing, it became appar­
ent to me that his position at Bridgewater 
College was beyond fitting, 
My personal story took a fateful turn 
when Chief Picerno referred me to his 
son, Nicholas Jr,, who was (and is) a police 
officer in Montgomery County, Md. After 
an exciting evening patrolling the streets 
ofBethesda, Md., with his son, I decided to 
apply for the position of Police Officer Can­
didate in Montgomery County, I remember 
Chief Picerno warmly welcoming a review 
of the final draft of my police application. 
With his help, my application was readily 
accepted, reviewed and placed on the pile 
of other "wel 1-q ual ified" applicants, 
Upon graduation from Bridgewater 
College in May 2006, I was hired by the 
Montgomery County Police Department 
and began recruit training the follow-
ing July, Six months later, Chief Picerno 
attended my graduation ceremony and 
pinned the newly delivered police badge 
on to my uniform, On this occasion, nearly 
three years after my"involuntary introduc­
tion"to Chief, we both wore a shiny-looking 
tool belt of sorts with a pair of Ii n ked si Iver 
bracelets and a thing that goes "Bang I" 
In the years that followed, I came to 
realize that obtaining the badge was an 
achievement for both of us, In a way, Chief 
Picerno was symbolically making me equal 
to himself, because, throughout the time I 
have known him, he has never desired to 
be that agent of formidable proportions 
who sits on the opposite side of the desk, 
And that is the model to which I give much 
importance in my daily life and duty, 
It is my sincerest wish that you enjoy a 
long, happy and healthy retirement, Chief 
Picerno, A friend of magnanimous propor­
tions, you arel Alex Kettering is an officer with the Montgomery County (Va,) Police Department, '� .. we still have a 12-year friendship that started with a simple effort by two complete strangers to understand one another." ASHLEY MCADAMS HEDRICK '09 Veronica Sanchez Continued from page 20 puts you at ease and one you lmow you can trust. "Our discussions would deepen as time went on, and we developed a unique friendship;' she continued. "Veronica invited me to attend the church her husband pastored (Iglesia Enciende una Luz in Harrisonburg, Va.), and I gladly accepted the invitation:' McAdams said she always looked forward to her morning shifi:s so that she and Sanchez could" catch up and share life:' McAdams loved hearing about the journey that Sanchez and her husband have taken as residents of the United States and was keen to hear Sanchez talk about Mexican culture. "I urge everyone to step out of their comfort zones and strike up a conversation with someone who they're completely different from;' she said. "In our case, we still have a 12-year friendship that started with a simple effort by two complete strangers to understand one another. She has brought so much joy and new perspective into my life, and I'm forever grateful to have Veronica as a friend. She is a true blessing to the campus of Bridgewater College because she extends joy to everyone she comes in contact with:' These and many more unsung heroes throughout the years have had a lasting impact upon the students of Bridgewater College, and continue to do so. Their stories will largely go unheralded and unrecorded, except in the lives of the alumni who will never forget them. -
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F I LA N A L 
FA ELL BC PRESIDENT EMERITUS WAYNE F. GEISERT's LEGACY SHAPED BRIDGEWATER'S FUTURE 
by Karen Doss Bowman '91 
D
uring his final Opening Convocation address to students, faculty and staff as president of Bridgewater College, in September 1993, Dr. Wayne F. Geisen said, "Time is a priceless aspect of our lives. Our time is really but a speck in history, bur this does not make us insignificant. We are unique to this moment and this period in human history." President Emeritus Geisen, who died in January at the age of 95, lived by those words. During his 30-year tenure at Bridgewater, he set ambitious goals to propel the College into the future. As Bridgewater's longest-serving presi­dent-from July 1, 1964 to July 1, 1994-Geisert oversaw the construction or renovation of numerous buildings, including the Kline Campus Center; the restructuring of the academic calendar; new majors added to the academic program; a substantial increase of the endowment; expand­ed global emphasis through Brethren Colleges Abroad; and successful completion of three major fund-raising campaigns. Groundbreaking for the McKinney Center for 
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Science and Mathematics rook place just months before his retirement. And enrollment topped 1,000 for the first time during Geisert's presidency. "I made up my mind early in the game that I would not use Bridgewater as a stepping-scone to other academic offices;' Geisen, Bridgewater's sixth president, cold a Daily News-Record reporter for an article published Oct. 5, 1984. "I came because of the challenge that was presented to me. I felt that Bridgewater was a very fine liberal arts college and could be even finer." A KANSAS FARM BOY TURNS TO ACADEMICS Born Dec. 20, 1921, Geisen was the oldest of Frederick Jacob and Martha Lauer Geisert's four children and was reared on a farm near Abilene, Kan. Though neither of his parents completed college ( they each rook shore-term, practical college courses), he was inspired by his father's love oflearning. Remembered among the Bridgewater faithful 
"THROUGH ALL OF THE DEALINGS WITH STUDEN TS, I REIN FORCED MY FEELING THAT ONE MUST BE FIRM, BUT KIND; ONE MUST BE SERIOUS, BUT ALSO W ILLING TO SEE THE FUNNY SIDE OF THINGS. IT WAS AN INTERESTING EXPERIENCE OVER THE YEARS." -WAYNE F. GEISERT
Resident Geisert "wasa good manager and anoutstanding executivefor the College and keptan eye on every aspect ofthe College. He managedBridgewater's resources verywell and pushed it upwardin financial strength,reputation and quality:'
-DR. PHILLIP C. STONE '65for his stories and jokes-many of which he repeated in speeches over the years-Geisert seems to have honed his oratory skills at an early age. In a collection of memories he dictated after retirement, Geisert recalled: "We as kids used to give speeches on the farm, and we would have some camaraderie going .. .! would give a speech back from the hog pen when I was taking care of the hogs." Ellen Layman '65 ,  who was public relations director dur­ing Geisert's last few years at Bridgewater, said that she and colleagues often joked about publishing a book of his stories that could be referenced at official College events. "Nobody enjoyed Dr. Geisert's stories more than he did, and that was the wonderful thing about it," said Layman, who was a senior during Geisert's first year at Bridgewater. "He had so many little stories about himself, and I enjoyed being in his presence." After graduating from high school, Geisert enrolled at McPherson College-another Church of the Brethren-
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affiliated school-where he met his future bride, Maurine Gish, who sat next to him at campus chapel services. He earned his bachelor's degree in the spring of 1944 and mar­ried Maurine on July 2. Weeks after their wedding, he began service with the U.S. Naval Reserve as a line and education officer. He served until 1946, spending most of his time aboard the USS Harry Lee in the Pacific. For the next two years, Geisert taught social science, speech and drama at Hamilton High School in Kansas, and then was hired as an economics instructor at Kendall College in 1948. After earning his Ph.D. in economics from Northwestern University in 1951, he joined the faculty at Manchester College, another Church of the Brethren-affil­iated institution. Four years later, he was named head of the economics and business department. In 1957, he became dean at McPherson and held that position until taking the helm at Bridgewater. In the summer of 1964, the Geisert family-which included sons Greg '72, Brad '73 and Todd 
75-left behind their Kansas roots for Yi,:ginia, Shenan­doah Valley.
THE EcoNOMIS'r's APPROACH Bridgewater PmidentEme,.itU& Phillip C. Stone '65 credited hi, predecessor as a strongleader who made solid judgments about operating budgets, borrowing money for capital improvements and managing tight resources. T.king seriously hi, responsibility as the College, chief executive, Geisert developed better business practices and did not bend to criticism of or resistance to his decisions. ''.At a time when a lot of colleges got in trouble for over­spending and not managing their budgets well, Dr. Geisert ran a severe ,hop in terms of managing the budget and expense,:• recalled Stone, who served on the College, board of trustees from 1974 until he became president in 1994. "He was a good manager and an outstanding executive for the College and kept an eye on every aspect of the College. He managed Bridgewater', resources very well and pushed it upward in financial strength, reputation and quality." Describing hi, father as a "centrist;' Greg Geisert believes one ofhi, father,greatest st rengths was listening to others and trying earnestly to understand perspec­tives that were different from his own. "J\.T 1. \' obody enjoyed Dr. Geiserc's stories more"He tried to figu re out both ,ides of a situation and to satisfy both ,ides a bit to keep thing, together;• Greg said. ''.An administrator walk, a fine line of trying to satisfy academic, while making changes than he did, and that was the wonderful thing about it. He had so many litcle stories about himself, and I enjoyed being in his presence." -ELLEN LAYMAN'65that are practical and m.ke sense from a financial and a technical point of view. He had the ability to balance those perspectives and often used hum or to defuse tense situa­tions." Committed to maintaining the high standard, that had defined Bridgewater', academic program, since its founding in 1880, Geisert increased the number of courses offired and expanded the curriculum to include 28 bachelor of art, degrees and 18 bachelor of science degrees. A, enrollment and course offering, increased.he hired more faculty. He also was imrolved in the expansion of Brethren Colleges Abroad', exchange program, to include the University of Stra,bou,:g, France; the University ofBarcelona,Spain; the College of St. Mary', and St. Paul', in Cheltenham, England; the Dalian Foreign Languages Institute in Dalian TOP:Uomeooming p:1raie, 1999. hca,withMr.andMrs. Geise1tareMr.and Mrs. WaNaa? Uatcher. 
MIODU.: Geise1tdemonstratesskiNon tra:.tor. 
RIGHT: Geise1t prepcres to perfom, the annual honor d aoKning Uomecom­ing king and queen, 1989. 
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People's Republic of China; and Hokusei Gakuen Univer­sity in Sapporo, Japan. "Dr. Geisert brought to the role of president a tremen­dous intellect, analytical thinking, the ability to relate to all people and an interest in education related to the church;' said Dale Ulrich, former College provost. "He brought the knowledge and skills of an economist, as well as a very fine ability to tell stories and relate to people:' 
BOOSTING THE ENDOWMENT A gifted fundraiser, Geisert oversaw three successful fund-raising campaigns: an early campaign that raised $1 million; an $8 million effort tied to the College's centennial celebration in 1980; and the $18 million campaign "Impact/91" completed in mid-1991. During his tenure, the endow­ment grew from $788,065 to a market value of more than $16 million, and the College increased its financial aid offerings for students. Bill Swecker, director of planned giving from 1982 until Geisert's retirement, trav­eled often with the president to make calls on potential donors. He was always amazed at Geisert's ability to take people out to lunch and then ask them for $1 million. "He could talk people out of money;' Swecker said, laughing. "He had a nice way of talking to people, but once he got his teeth into them, he was like a bulldog and wouldn't let go. And people weren't upset about it. I learned an awful lot from him on how to deal with people:' The two developed a close bond over the years, and Swecker said Geisert treated him like a fourth son. "He kind of adopted me;' Swecker said. "Dr. Geisert deserved the best. He did so much for the College and brought so many people into the fold for the College. He was always tough, but always kind:' 
BUILDING CONNECTIONS Geisert believed that forming connections within the surrounding community and throughout the Church of the Brethren was key to enhancing the College's reputation. Locally, he served as President of the Shenandoah Valley Educational Television Corporation and the Harrisonburg­Rockingham Chamber of Commerce and was Chairman of the Board for First Virginia Bank-Planters. A strong advo­cate for higher education in the commonwealth, he served as President ofVirginia Foundation for Independent Col-
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leges and the Council of Independent Colleges in Virginia. He also was Moderator for the Church of the Brethren, the denomination's highest elected post. "I covet for the College in the future a continuation of academic traditions, a strong liberal arts program and a car-ing environment-one that holds onto Christian ideals;' he told a Daily News-Record reporter in 1984. Geisert's accomplishments were recognized throughout the community and beyond. He received numerous awards including the McPherson College Alumni Citation of Merit in 197 4 and an Educator of the Year by Greater Madison, Inc. (James Madison University) in 1983. He received honorary degrees from James Madison University and Man­chester, McPherson and Bridgewater colleges. Bridgewater bestowed upon him the Flory Medal on Founder's Day in April 1994. A FONDNESS FOR THE STUDENTS Stone, who was a senior during Geisert's first year at Bridgewater, recalls a feeling of excitement among students as their new president arrived on campus. Considering him an honorary member of the freshman class, the students gave him a beanie like the one that first-year students tradi­tionally wore in that era. " I  wore it for their benefit at some of the [campus] events, for instance football games;' Geisert recalled in his recorded memories. In his recorded memories, Geisert recalled a prank Phil 
Stone pulled on him during Homecoming 1964. Geisert had been asked to crown the Homecoming queen during halftime, but Stone was responsible for carrying the crown, atop a pillow, to midfield. As Geisert prepared to walk across the field, he noticed that the crown seemed to be upside down. So he whis­pered, out of the corner of his mouth, "Phil, are you sure that crown is right side up?" Stone replied, "Don't worry about it. Just pin it in her ears:' Geisert recalled, "So I 
OPPOSITE PAGE: Geisert, with put the crown on her head the way the rascal had put it on the pillow, and then realized it was upside-down. I determined that I wasn't going to change it, so the queen wore the crown upside-down until she got bulldozer be hind him, addresses press at the ground-breaking ceremony for the Kline Campus Center in 1968. ABOVE: Geisert and his successor, Dr. Phillip C. Stone. back in the stands:' Geisert seemed to get a kick out of the prank, and it was a story he told many times over the years. Geisert's early years at Bridgewater coincided with unrest across the country as the civil rights movement and anti-war protests dominated the cultural landscape. He was determined to maintain standards of decorum and civility on campus. There were attempts by students to march on the front lawn of the President's House, and one week while he was away, a few students unsuccessfully tried to set a fire under the administrative offices, according to Geisert's recorded memories. Throughout his tenure, students also pushed for loos­ened restrictions concerning alcohol and smoking on campus, as well as increased co-ed dorm visitation hours. Geisert did not sway. "As student leaders, we may not have always agreed with Dr. Geisert's decisions regarding campus social policies, but we knew that he would be consistent-even though his answer would ofien be 'No!"' said Rick Claybrook '74, who served as vice president of the student body during the 1972-73 academic year. "In retrospect, there is no question that he always had the long-range vitality of Bridgewater College as his first priority:' Jonathan Lyle '79, who served as President of the Stu­dent Senate during his senior year, recalls a kerfuffie when PERSONAL TRIBUTES: D r. Geisert had the strong support of his wife and family before, during and after my attendance at Bridgewater Col­lege. Dr. and Mrs. Geise rt made a great team for the advancement of Bridgewater Col­lege. Dr. Geisert gave prudent leadership to the College throughout his tenure. During my time at the College, you could count on him giving you his answer for the best of the College even when you, the student, may not have agreed with him at that time. The rebuilding of the Kline Campus Center happened during my years at BC. Dr. Geisert was justifiably proud of this new and much­needed facility for the campus. -Marion "Bo"Trumbo '74Dr. Geisert will always be very special tome. During my four years as a student here, I was on the grounds and maintenance staff during the summers. After gradua-tion in 1986, I remained on the staff while searching for a teaching position. It was a September afternoon in 1987 that I will never forget. I was out in the front of Flory Hall working when Dr. Geisert stopped me and asked if he could see me in his office at the end of the day, to which I said "yes." In the meeting, he offered me a position in the business office due to someone leav­ing to seek employment elsewhere. He also mentioned to me that he wanted me to stay in this position for at least five years. The rest is history. On October 1 of this year, I will celebrate 30 years of employment at Bridgewater College. I've been so grateful and blessed to have been a part ofBridge­water College all of these years, and I am forever indebted to Dr. Geisert for giving me the opportunity! -Stacy McDonald '86Accounts Payable ManagerBridgewater College
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REVENGE IS SWEET: 
An Anecdote by Dr. Garland F. Miller '33
Dr. Garland F. Miller (1912-1998) was Chairman of the 
board of trustees from 1978-85. It was during a Bridge­
water College event during those years that Dr. M ii/er was 
called upon to introduce the event's speaker, President 
Wayne Geisert. His introduction of Dr. Geisert consisted 
of the anecdote that has been reproduced below. Dr. Ben 
Wade was in the audience when Dr. Miller related this 
anecdote. 
Dr. Miller's son, Nathan H. Miller '65-himself a former 
chairman of the board of trustees-provided the anecdote, 
which he found among his late father's effects: 
Some months ago, President Geise rt was asked by the Harrisonburg-Rockingham Chamber of Commerce 
to give an address at their annual meeting. The subject 
of his address was the economic outlook of the national 
economy. 
President Geisert was scheduled to leave on a trip 
and would not return until the day that the Chamber of 
Commerce was having their annual meeting. 
This posed the problem of preparing his address, so 
he delegated the responsibility to the provost, Dr. Ben 
Wade. 
Dr. Wade objected, saying that he was taking vacation 
the same weeks, and his last two vacations had been 
postponed because he had to work for the College, and 
he would like to take his vacation when it had been 
planned. 
There was silence for a few moments and then the 
President said, "It's between me and you as to who gets 
the vacation, and I am the one going. It's up to you to 
write my speech:' 
Dr. Geisert proceeded with his plans, had a good vaca­
tion, and returned from his trip just in time to go by the 
office and there he found the speech compiled in final 
form on his desk. 
He picked the speech up and went home, took a 
shower, dressed, and went to the Kline Campus Center 
to give his speech before the Chamber of Commerce. 
It was an absolutely brilliant speech. Dr. Geisert was 
articulate as usual, and he had a firm grasp on the 
subject. 
As he was completing his speech, he turned the page 
and came to the place where it said, "To solve these 
complex problems, I shall propose a novel approach:' 
The entire audience perked up to listen and gave Dr. 
Geisert their full attention, and as he turned the page, 
there, in big, bold letters in the middle of the page, it 
said: 
IMPROVISE, MR. PRESIDENT, IMPROVISE! 
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female students sought che same 24/7 keycard access co their residence halls char male students had. Though che project was approved by che Student Senate, as well as a committee comprising students, faculty and administrators, Geisen was opposed, and che project was dropped. Lyle recalls char Geisen was concerned about the possibility of lose cards resulting in an unsecure environment for female dorm residents. "Dr. Geisen cook a long-view cowards che College's op­eration, and wasn't swayed by che enthusiasm (or emotion) of youch;' Lyle said. "Additionally, che financial realities he dealt with were nor, by-and-large, on che student body's collective radar. I can't say Dr. Geisen was worried about being popular with the students-he was focused on keep­ing BC not just alive, but growing." Despite che occasional conflicts with students, Geisen enjoyed working with chem. He and Maurine occasion­ally traveled with che Concert Choir, for example, and they accompanied the Chorale on international concert tours through Europe and Scandinavia. He enjoyed passing around a bag of candy on che tour bus or creating students co ice cream during scops for lunch or dinner. In his recorded memories, he said, "Through all of the dealings with students, I reinforced my feeling char one muse be firm, bur kind; one muse be serious, bur also willing co see che funny side of things. Ir was an interesting experi­ence over the years." Referring co che College song, "Bridgewater Fair;' Geisen once said, "I gee a lump in my throat every rime we sing the line, 'I love thy sons and daughters."' For 30 years as president and through his remaining years of life, che Kansas farm boy cherished Bridgewater's storied halls and held a special place in his heart for che College's sons and daughters. ---
Cass Notes 
David Emswiler '65 show s o.ffhis archery skills in this photo ftom the 1965 Ripples. 
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Email your news on births, deaths, marriages, job changes, a:hievements, etc, to alu mnews@
bridgewa1er.edu 
login tn bri:lgewateralum ni.com
Or, ffi ail to Office of Alumni Pe lat ions, College Box 40, Bridgewater College, Bridgewater, VA22812
Pemem ter 10 in:luCE your name, mak:len name, class year, spouse's name an::I class year if applCable, mail ing 
a:::ldress, phore and email ad:::hess. Please avoid using abbreviations an:::l limit your submissions to 75 words or 
less. lAf, bok forward to hearing fiom )'OU! 
1961 
GLORIA MEYERS DEN LIIIGER 
(see Kelo,y Mu nay '14). 
1984 
On Nou. 30, TONY NICELY of 
Cxlinesville, Va., was in:::lucted into 
the W.shington Busiress Hall of 
Fame in recognition of his profes­
sional and philamhiopic comribu­
tions to the Giea1er Washington 
regio n. He is Chairman an:I Chief 
Executive Officer of GEICO. He 
evem was founded by Greater 
W.shington Board ofT racle, 
Junbr Achie1Jemem of Greater 
l/\eshingtonand Washingtonian 
mag:izire.
1973 
On March 7, GROVER COLLIIIS
Ill of N.wark, Md, celebrated 38
years with PruCEntial Financial. 
Greg Pete" '74
1974 
UMFS President and CEO GREG
PETERSofHenrico,Va, has 
been elected Chair of tl'e United
IYl,thxlist Associatbn !bard of 
Oire:10rs. The association sen,es 32 mill ion )'OUth and families and piouides more than 52 billion inc hanta ble care a nnually. Greg earred a master's degree in soc Bl work from V irginia Com morr wealth Uni1Jersity and is a licensed c lintal social worker. He serves on the State Executive Coun:il fort he Com prel-ensive �n,ices Act for At-Risk Youth. He joined UMFS in 1983 and has senred a s  Presiclem and CEO since 20CQ, 1976 IIA IICY PURDY ACKERMAN of Yan:::ley, Pa., who owns and oper­ates N,,na's Day Care, receh,ed the Educator of the Year Award in Oc­toter. The awan:::I was presen1ed by tl'e Bucks Coumy Pennsyh@nia Association fort he 6:::lucat ion of Young Children at its annual conferen:e. 1977 RAY LEII E BALLARD GRAZER of Kutzto..vn, Pa., writes that she is a Senior Project Officer at ECRI Institute in Plymouth M,eting, Pa. 1985 JAIi ET OBER LAMBERT of Upland, Calf., has been named Directorof the Brethren Academy for Ministerial leadership. She earred a masterof divinity fromBethal'o/ Theobgical Seminary in 19'l1. Sirce 19'l9, she has been Associate Pas10rof the La VerreChurch of tl'e Brethren. She be­gan her rew role o n  Feb. 1. 1989 GREG DEEDS of Harrisonburg, Va., was named tl'e Officer of the Year by tl'e Harrisonburg Police Foundatbn. He was nom ina1ed by his felbw Harrisonburg Police De­partment officers and o,lected by a parelof25 judges, He started with the HPD in October 1989. He spent two years on patrol tefoie being assigred to tl-e bicycle unit for five years tefore moving 10 motoicycles. 1997 STEVEII R. JOii ES and Katie annou n:e the births of three daughters: /Idaline in 2014, Elsie in 2015 and Evelyn"Evie'  Faith in 2017. They join sisters Abigail and Anna. 1999 ALANA CORII YOUIIG of Henry, Va ., earred her Certified Pubic Accountant certificat ion on Dec. 23,2015. 2002 CLARA JO ELDER CUil llll G­HAM and Mi: hael ha.ea daugh­ter, Em ma Louise, born Feb. 8. Tt-e family lives in Appomattox. Va. 2005 PAM DIRTIIIG DODD and GABE0000'10 have a son, Elias Paul, born Jan. 12. Tt-e family lives in Harrisonburg. Va. 2008 AM BER STEWART of Aberdeen, Md., earred a doctor of physical theiapy fiom tl'e University of St. August ire for Health Scien:es in St. Augustine, Fla., on Dec. 9. 
LEFT TO RIGHT:Jer,y 
Wright, Jerry Wampler, Rich­
ard Gordon, Joseph Kinzie 
and Tom Myers, all members 
of the Class of 1959. 
CLASS OF 1959 WARDO QUINTET REUNION 
The Wa rdo Quintet met in reunion on Oct. 6-9, 2016, at 
the home of Loyce Hayslett in Belgrade, Maine. It was 
a celebration of 61 years since singing their first songs 
in front ofRebecca Hall on Sept. 16, 1955. The days 
were filled with many activities including singing the 
quintet's old songs, making homemade apple cider 
and a picnic at Pemaquid Point Lighthouse. Those in 
attendance were the host, Loyce Hayslett'59, as well 
as Richard Gordon '59 and wife Kay; Joe Kinzie'59 and 
wife Mary; Tom Myers'59 and wife Jewel Miller Myers 
'60; Jerry Wampler '59 and wife Janet, and Jerry Wright 
'59. Also, present were Loyce's children: Thornton, 
Barbara and Beth. Kermon Thomasson and his wife, 
Margaret, were unable to attend. 
Bridgewater College folks in attendance at the wedding of Benjamin Martinde/1 and Morgan Bender' 16 in September 2016. 
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ABOVE: Katie Rexrode '16 and Ethan 
Callison 
RIGHT: Travis Bullock '11 and Drew 
Rutledge '11 
FAR RIGHT: Benjamin Martindel/'14 
and Morgan Bender '16 
2010 
GABE DODD (see Pam Dirting 
Dodd '05 ). 
2011 
TRAVIS BULLOCK and DREW
RUTLEDGE were married July 
2, 2016. Travis graduated from 
Virginia Tech in 2013 with a 
degree in civil engineering and is 
a Structura I Engineer at AREVA. 
Drew is a biology and life science 
teacher at William Campbell Com­
bined School. The couple lives in 
Rustburg, Va. 
2012 
SABRINA SPIKER COFFEY and 
ANDY COFFEY '13 have a daugh­
ter, Kinsley Alaina, born Jan. 9. The 
family lives in Lexington, Va. 
2013 
ANDY COFFEY (see Sabrina 
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Spiker Coffey '12). 
KARL MONGOLD and ANNA
LANE '14were married Feb. 25. 
The couple lives in Verona, Va. 
Kelsey Murray '14 of Lancaster, Pa., 
has been named Coordinator of the 
2018 National Youth Conference. 
2014 
ANNA LANE (see Karl Mongold 
'13). 
BENJAMIN MARTINDELL and 
MORGAN BENDER '16 were 
married Sept. 3. Benjamin is a 
physics teacher at Fort Defiance 
High School and Morgan is a 
SNAP-Education Extension Agent 
in Augusta County. The couple 
lives in Fort Defiance, Va. 
AMY WILLIAMS MAWYER 
and Timothy have a daughter, 
Emma Mae, born Oct. 10. Amy is 
a teacher in the Warren County 
Public Schools. The family lives in 
Strasburg, Va. 
KELSEY MURRAY of Lancaster, 
Pa., has been named Coordina­
tor of the 2018 National Youth 
Conference. She is a member 
of the Lancaster Church of the 
Brethren. Kelsey noted that while 
she was in therapy post ACL sur­
gery, she met up with two other 
BC alumni-GLORIA MEVERS
DENLINGER '61 and ZACHARY
MALPASS '14. 
2016 
MORGAN BENDER (see Benja­
min Martindell '14). 
ERIC MICHAEL and Kathleen 
have a daughter, Grace, born 
in August 2016. Eric is a fourth­
grade teacher in the Warren 
County Public Schools. The family 
lives in Maurertown, Va. 
K ATIE REXRODE and Ethan Cal­
lison were married Sept. 24. Katie 
is an Assistant Ma nag er at Kroger. 
The couple lives in Roanoke, Va. 
Correction: In a 1956 class 
reunion photo in the winter 2017 
issue of Bridgewater, on page 23, 
we misidentified Peggy Purdy Ma­
son '56 as Peggy Glick Mason. We 
sincerely apologize for the error. 
In the same photo, Wes Ha re was 
incorrectly identified as Wes Hal I. 
We apologize for this error, as wel I. 
Memorials 
AVIS MUNDY SWARTZ '35 of Church of the Brethren in Roa-
Bridgewater, Va., died Nov. 28, at noke at the time of her death. 
the age of 102. She was a second- CHARLOTTE WEAVER ANDER-
ary and elementary teacher, be- SON '44 of Concord, Calif., died 
ginning her career at Singers Glen Dec. 15, at the age of 94. She was 
High School where she taught a nationally Certified Counselor 
French and English, coached (NCC) and a Nationally Certified 
basketball and softball, directed Career Counselor (NCCC). She 
drama and was librarian. She also was a 25-year member of the 
taught at Craigsville, New Hope, California Association for Counsel-
Beverly Manor, Glade Spring, ing and Development. She was a 
Abingdon and Bon Air elementary career counselor in private prac-
schools in Virginia. She was active tice. She was an active member of 
in a number of Churches of the St. Andrews Presbyterian Church. 
Brethren, including Summerdean She grew up in the Church of the 
Bridgewater College has been home 
and alma mater to generations of family 
members. Parents, children, grandchildren, 
great-grandchildren-there's something 
special about Bridgewater's commitment 
to liberal learning that resonates across 
the generations. In this issue we feature 
the Fike family, some members of which 
recently reunited at the College. Pictured 
here, from left to right, are: 
FIRST ROW: Dr. Edward Arnett '67, Nina 
Miller Arnett '69 and Pierce Asaad '20 SEC-
OND ROW: Or. Rufus Huffman '71, Judy Fike 
Riley '68, Cynthia Heatwole Fike '77 and Or. Shonda Asaad '91 THIRD
ROW: Dr. Jerome Arnett Jr. '63, the Rev. Earle Fike Jr. '51, Michael Fike 
and Frank Riley '68 
The Fike family has a long and illustrious history with Bridgewater 
College. Family patriarch Ezra Fike of Eglon, W.Va, was a minister 
in the Church of the Brethren and, while he did not attend Bridge­
water, was a member of the board of trustees and president of 
the alumni committee. Seven of his children graduated from the 
Brethren and was one of the first ing choirs in two Churches of the 
women elected to the denomina- Brethren, traveling and golfing. 
tion's General Brotherhood Board HAROLD "DOC" PETCHER '48 
and served on the Brethren Ser- of Bridgewater, Va., died Dec. 2, 
vice Commission. She is survived at the age of 92. He served in the 
by her husband, Robert. medical corps of the U.S. Navy 
PAUL BIBLE FOSTER '47 of during World War II. A pharmacist, 
Rockingham, Va., died Jan. 25, at he owned and operated Dickson's 
the age of 93. He earned an M.Ed. Drug Store (later Dickson's Drug 
degree from the University ofVir- and Food Lane) for more than 40 
ginia. His career was in education, yea rs. He also served as the pha r-
serving the Roanoke City Public macist at the Bridgewater Home 
Schools as teacher, principal and for an extended period. He did 
general administrator for 36years. volunteer work as a pharmacist 
He enjoyed singing in and direct- at the Harrisonburg-Rockingham 
College between 1927 and 1945. During one economically lean 
period, he paid tuition with a truckload of potatoes. The receipt is 
in Special Collections at Bridgewater. Since Ezra Fike's time, many of 
his descendants have attended the College. 
Want to be considered as a Legacy Family for this space in the magazine? It's easy 
Gather the Bridgewater College graduates in your family, take a high resolution 
(I MB or larger) photo and email it to us with a description of who's in the picture. 
You can submit Legacy Family photos to ccu/bert@bridgewater.edu 
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Free Clinic, which he helped 
found. He enjoyed flying and 
ea med private pilot and instru-
ment pilot ratings. He is survived 
by his wife, Ermina. 
GLENN WALTER SUTER '48 of 
Bridgewater, Va., died Jan. 3, at 
the age of 89. He served in the 
U.S. Army during World War II. 
He was a statistician with the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 
in Richmond, Va., Washington, 
D.C. and Albany, N.Y., for 38 years,
before retiring in 1988. Moving
to the Bridgewater Retirement
Community, he served on the
board during the planning and 
construction of the first phase
of the community. He was an
active member of the Bridgewater
Church of the Brethren.
PAUL E. "BUDDY" RHODES '50 
of Alexandria, Va., and formerly 
of Annandale, Va., died Nov. 19, 
at the age of 87. He worked at 
Suter's Cabinet Shop and also at 
the National Institutes of Health 
as a Lab Technician. He retired 
from the Marriott Corp. as an 
Architectural Draftsman. 
DORIS GENE EARLY SMITH '50 
of Harrisonburg, Va., died March 
13, at the age of 89. After graduat-
ing from Bridgewater College, she 
took classes at Bethany Seminary 
in Chicago. She taught school in 
Augusta County before becom-
ing a full-time homemaker. She 
was a past member of Shenan-
doah Valley and Staunton Choral 
societies and directed music at 
Elk Run Church of the Brethren for 
40 years. She was the author of 
A History of Elk Run Church of the 
Brethren, published in 2006. 
GARETH BURALL LEASE '51 of 
Walkersville, Md., died Jan. 27, at 
the age of 89. He taught a combi-
nation of agriculture and science 
for 28 years and retired from 
Carroll County Public Schools. 
During his lifetime, he was a 
member of Bush Creek, Union 
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Bridge and Glade Valley Churches 
of the Brethren, where he served 
as a deacon and Sunday School 
teacher. He sang in the church 
choirs for more than 50 years. He 
is survived by his wife, Anna. 
GLASSELLE "GAE" BRANHAM 
JENKINS '52 of Crozet, Va., died 
Jan. 8, following a lengthy illness. 
She was 84. She was an Executive 
Assistant at Acme Visible Records 
from 1958-97. She then was 
an Executive Assistant for Carl 
W. Smith, President of Amvest
Capital Corp., from 1998- 2007.
She was a member of the Crozet
United Methodist Church for
60 yea rs, where she served as
treasurer and a member of the
finance committee. 
BETTY JUDY HYLTON '53 of 
San Diego, Calif., and formerly 
from Manassas, Va., died Jan. 12. 
She earned an A.M.A. in special 
education in 1979. She was active 
in teaching, as well as church 
and community groups and was 
a member of the Choral Society. 
She moved to San Diego in 1980 
and pursued a second career at 
General Dynamics Convair and 
retired from BAE Systems in 2000. 
She was a long-term member of 
her San Diego church community. 
HARLAN HERNLEY"ANDY" 
ELLER '54 of Crimora, Va., died 
Jan. 20, at the age of 88. He was 
employed by the Virginia Depa rt-
ment ofTransportation before 
becoming a dairy farmer. He was 
a member of the Bridgewater 
Church of the Brethren and served 
on various committees while a 
member at Middle River Church 
of the Brethren. He was a member 
of the Sea Going Cowboys and 
a volunteer at the Verona Food 
Bank. He is survived by his wife of 
63 yea rs, Jo. 
THE REV. MAX WILLIAM 
FISHER '56 of Fulks Run, Va., 
died March 8, at the age of 92. He 
earned a master's degree from 
Madison College (now James WILLIAM LINTON STABLES 
Madison University). He was a JR. '67 of Harrisonburg, Va., died 
minister with the Church of the March 1, at the age of 71. In Janu-
Brethren for 42 years, serving in ary, he was diagnosed with acute 
Franklin and Keyser, W.Va., and myelofibrosis. He graduated from 
Fulks Run, Bergton and Luray, South Texas College of Law in 
Va. In retirement, he became a Houston and served as a genera I 
poultry farmer. practice attorney in Harrisonburg 
JANE ABI GAIL WAYLAND for 40 years. He was active in the 
BREWSTER '62 of Alpine, Texas, Mossy Creek Presbyterian Church 
died Feb. 10, at the age of 75. She for many years. He helped start a 
earned a master's degree in his- chapter of Habitat for Humanity 
tory at the University of Arizona, in the area. He enjoyed ballroom 
before moving to San Diego, Calif., dancing. 
where she worked in the h isto ri- DR. GALEN GLICK CRAUN JR. 
ca I Ii bra ry at the Serra Museum. '68 of Harrisonburg, Va., died Feb. 
While working there, she met her 1, at the age of 71. He earned a 
husband, Elton J. (Jerry) Brewster, doctor of medicine degree from 
who survives. Soon after their the University of Virginia school of 
marriage, the couple moved to Medicine. He practiced orthope-
Rockwall, Texas. They moved to die surgery for 24 years as a staff 
Terlingua Ranch in 1997, where member at Rockingham Memorial 
Jane was active in ranch activities. Hos pita I (now Sentara RMH Medi-
JOHN SNYDER BAKER '63 of cal Center) before retiring in 2005. 
Buchanan, Va., died Dec. 21, at He was a member of the Harrison-
the age of 79. He served in the burg First Church of the Brethren 
U.S. Army from January 1957 and later the Bridgewater Church 
to January 1959. He earned a of the Brethren. He is survived by 
master's degree in education from his wife, Susan, of Bridgewater, Va. 
Radford University and taught JAMES WINSTON MAYS '75 of 
and coached multiple sports Manassas, Va., died Dec. 15, at the 
with footba II being his career age of 63. He earned a master's 
passion. He served as an Assistant degree in computer science 
Principal and Athletic Director from the University of Virginia. 
at James River High School. In He served as Vice President of 
retirement, he was an Assistant Actuarial Research Corp., based in 
Football Coach at Bridgewater Annandale, Va. Over his 37-year 
College from 1994-2001. He was a tenure, he shared his expertise 
licensed Minister in the Church of with the World Bank in the Philip-
the Brethren. He is survived by his pines, Turkey, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, 
wife of 47 years, Dianne. Oman and Qatar. He is survived by 
JUDITH WILLIAMS DRUM '65 of his wife, Andrea. 
Middletown Md., died Dec. 18, at AMY KATHRYN BRYANT 
the age of 75. She retired in 1999 RITCHIE '82 of Rawley Springs, 
after 32 years of teaching in the Va., died Jan. 28, at the age of 56. 
Frederick County Public Schools. She is survived by her husband, 
She was a leader in the Alpha Daryl '82. 
Delta Kappa teachers' sorority of 
which she was a member. She 
enjoyed baking, reading and trav-
eling, especially to New Mexico, 
where she participated in her 
brother's Southwest institutes. 
Thank you for investing in the Bridgewater Experience! 
YOUR GENEROSITY IS TRULY VALUED BY BC STUDENTS! 
Olivia plans on enrolling in  JMU's parale gal certification program in August 
Cameron plans on returning to the D. C area to use his degree to find a position in a field that involves writing and editing. 
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